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ABSTRACT
We have studied double-detonation explosions in double-degenerate (DD) systems with different
companion white dwarfs (WD) for modeling type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) by means of high-resolution
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations. We have found that only the primary WDs ex-
plode in some of the DD systems, while the explosions of the primary WDs induce the explosions of the
companion WDs in the other DD systems. The former case is so-called Dynamically-Driven Double-
Degenerate Double-Detonation (D6) explosion, or helium-ignited violent merger explosion. The super-
nova ejecta of the primary WDs strip materials from the companion WDs, whose mass is ∼ 10−3M.
The stripped materials contain carbon and oxygen when the companion WDs are carbon-oxygen (CO)
WDs with He shells . 0.04M. Since they contribute to low-velocity ejecta components as observa-
tionally interfered for iPTF14atg, D6 explosions can be counterparts of sub-luminous SNe Ia. The
stripped materials may contribute to low-velocity C seen in several SNe Ia. In the latter case, the
companion WDs explode through He detonation if they are He WDs, and through double-detonation
mechanism if they are CO WDs with He shells. We name these explosions “triple” and “quadruple”
detonation (TD/QD) explosions after the number of detonations. The QD explosion may be coun-
terparts of luminous SNe Ia, such as SN 1991T and SN 1999aa, since they yield a large amount of
56Ni, and their He-detonation products contribute to the early emissions accompanying such luminous
SNe Ia. On the other hand, the TD explosion may not yield a sufficient amount of 56Ni to explain
luminous SNe Ia.
Keywords: binaries: close — galaxies: evolution — hydrodynamics — supernovae: general – white
dwarfs
1. INTRODUCTION
Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are one of the most lu-
minous and common explosive objects in the universe,
and are utilized as a cosmic standard candle. However,
their progenitors have been unclarified so far. Although
it is widely accepted that an SN Ia is powered by a
white dwarf (WD) explosion (Hoyle & Fowler 1960),
the nature of its companion has been an open ques-
tion. There are two popular scenarios on the companion
Corresponding author: Ataru Tanikawa
tanikawa@ea.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp
types. The first is a non-degenerate star (main-sequence
or red-giant stars), so-called single degenerate (SD) sce-
nario (Whelan & Iben 1973; Nomoto et al. 1984). The
second possibility is another WD, namely double degen-
erate (DD) scenario (Iben & Tutukov 1984; Webbink
1984). The mass of an exploding WD has been also un-
der debate; it can be near-Chandrasekhar mass (Whe-
lan & Iben 1973), or sub-Chandrasekhar mass (Nomoto
1982).
Recent observations have imposed several constraints
on the nature of their progenitors. It has been ar-
gued that the SD scenario may be disfavored for some
SNe Ia. There are no red-giant stars in the pre-explosion
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2images of SN 2011fe and SN 2014J (Li et al. 2011;
Kelly et al. 2014, respectively). A supernova remnant
LMC SNR 0509-67.5 has no surviving main-sequence
star (Schaefer & Pagnotta 2012; Litke et al. 2017).
However, we note that spin-up/spin-down models can
explain these non-detections (Justham 2011; Di Ste-
fano et al. 2011; Hachisu et al. 2012; Benvenuto et al.
2015). On the other hand, a large amount of cir-
cumstellar materials (CSMs) have been indicated for
PTF11kx (Dilday et al. 2012), which supports the SD
scenario. SNe Ia resulting from the He detonation (usu-
ally attributed for the sub-Chandrasekhar WDs) have
been suggested, such as MUSSES1604D (Jiang et al.
2017), and ZTF18aaqeas/SN 2018byg (De et al. 2019).
X-ray observation with Hitomi telescope has revealed
that both of near- and sub-Chandrasekhar mass explo-
sions are required to explain the abundance pattern of
the iron-peak elements in the Perseus cluster (Hitomi
Collaboration et al. 2017). There is growing evidence
that SNe Ia can have multiple progenitors channels (e.g.
Hillebrandt et al. 2013; Maeda & Terada 2016).
It is then important to make clear the domi-
nant progenitor of the standard candle and the ori-
gin of iron-peak elements. The Dynamically-Driven
Double-Degenerate Double-Detonation (D6) model (or
helium-ignited violent merger model), one of sub-
Chandrasekhar mass models in the DD scenario, can
be a promising candidate as the dominant population
of sub-Chandrasekhar mass explosion. The discoveries
of hypervelocity (HV) WDs (Shen et al. 2018b) have
strongly advocated the D6 model, since the D6 model
results in a WD thermonuclear explosion and a HV WD
remnant. The thermonuclear explosion completely dis-
rupts the primary WD. The companion WD suddenly
becomes free from the gravity of the primary WD, and
is flung away at a hypervelocity as a HV WD. Although
the current number of the confirmed HV WDs is too
small for the D6 model to explain all the SNe Ia, the
observational sample may still be incomplete; an in-
creasing number of HV WDs may be discovered in the
future.
Since the D6 model needs small amounts of He
materials so as to ignite He detonation by hydrody-
namical effects, it leaves only a small amount of He-
detonation products; it is consistent with properties of
MUSSES1606D (Jiang et al. 2017; Maeda et al. 2018),
and ZTF18aaqeas/SN 2018byg (De et al. 2019).
The D6 model is more advantageous than other sub-
Chandrasekhar mass explosion models in various re-
spects. In the Milky Way galaxy, the merger rate of
DD systems with the super-Chandrasekhar mass in to-
tal may be smaller than the SNe Ia rate, although the
total merger rate of DD systems is comparable to the
SNe Ia rate (Maoz et al. 2014, 2018). These arguments
would support the D6 model, since for the D6 model DD
systems do not necessarily exceed the Chandrasekhar
mass in total. Note that other sub-Chandrasekhar mass
models, such as violent merger model (Pakmor et al.
2010; Sato et al. 2015, 2016), spiral instability model
(Kashyap et al. 2015, 2017), and detached DD model
(Fenn et al. 2016), requires DD systems with the super-
Chandrasekhar mass in total. Collisional DD models
can explode successfully even if their total mass is sub-
Chandrasekhar mass (Raskin et al. 2009; Rosswog et al.
2009; Lore´n-Aguilar et al. 2010; Dong et al. 2015). How-
ever, the rate of such events have been unclear (Hamers
et al. 2013; Toonen et al. 2018).
The discovery of the HV WDs has motivated us to ex-
amine the D6 model in detail. We aim at revealing the
properties of the D6 model as astronomical transients.
In Tanikawa et al. (2018) (hereafter, Paper I), we have
reproduced the D6 explosion of a DD system by means
of SPH simulation coupled with nuclear reaction net-
works, and have investigated properties of its supernova
(SN) ejecta and surviving WD. The main conclusions
are summarized as follows. (1) The SN ejecta have a
velocity shift, & 1000 km s−1, due to the binary mo-
tion of the exploding WD. (2) The SN ejecta contain
low-velocity O components stripped from the compan-
ion WD, and the stripped O may be observed in nebular
phase spectra. However, since the companion WD has
no He shell, it was unclear if the O components can be
stripped from the companion WD when the companion
WD has an outer He shell.
In this paper, we follow the D6 explosions for various
DD systems. The D6 explosions have distinct features
from the violent merger model, since they happen be-
fore the DD systems merge. Thus, the companion WDs
can survive the explosions of the primary WDs. We fo-
cus on the interactions of the primary explosions with
the companion WDs. In Paper I, we found O compo-
nents will be stripped from the companion WD when
the companion WD has no He shell. At this time, we
assess whether the O components can be stripped from
the companion WD even when the companion WD has
an outer He shell. Moreover, we consider a He WD or a
CO WD with an outer He shell as a companion WD, and
examine if the companion WD also explodes. We should
remark Papish et al. (2015) have shown the explosion of
the companion He WD, so-called triple-detonation (TD)
explosion. In additional to this explosion type, we find
the explosion of the companion CO WD, which we call
quadruple-detonation (QD) explosion. The TD/QD ex-
plosions will have common features with the collisional
3DD models, since both two WDs explode in these mod-
els.
This paper is structured as follows. We present our
method in section 2. We show our results in section 3.
We discuss our results and summarize our paper in sec-
tions 4 and 5, respectively.
2. METHOD
Our SPH code is the same as used in Paper I (see also
Tanikawa et al. 2017; Tanikawa 2018a,b). We adopt the
Helmholtz Equation of State (Timmes & Swesty 2000)
for equation of state, and the Aprox13 for nuclear reac-
tion networks (Timmes et al. 2000). We parallelize our
SPH code with the aid of FDPS (Iwasawa et al. 2016),
and vectorize particle-particle interactions by using the
AVX instructions explicitly (e.g. Tanikawa et al. 2012,
2013).
We summarize our initial conditions in Table 1. We
prepare 7 DD systems. Although all of them have
super-Chandrasekhar mass in total, sub- and super-
Chandrasekhar systems should share some of common
properties in the D6 explosions. The relaxation method
to make single and binary WDs is the same as in Pa-
per I. Every DD system has a 1.0M CO WD as its
primary WD. Each of the primary WD has a CO core
and outer He shell. These DD systems have various
companion WDs: 2 He WDs with 0.45M, 2 CO WDs
with 0.60M, and 3 CO WDs with 0.90M. One of
the 0.60M CO WDs and two of the 0.90M CO WDs
have outer He shells. The model names are related to
the total and He shell masses of the companion WDs.
CO60He00 is identical to the DD system in Paper I.
The DD systems have circular orbits. On these orbits
except for He45R09, the Roche-lobe radii of the compan-
ion WDs are the same as their radii (Eggleton 1983).
The semi-major axis in He45R09 is 0.9 times that in
He45. Although He45R09 should not appear in reality,
we prepare this system for the following two reasons.
(1) We determine the successful criteria of the TD ex-
plosion. (2) We investigate the properties of the TD
explosion which may succeed in a DD system with a re-
alistic separation if its primary WD has a different mass
from 1.0M.
The CO WDs (or their CO cores) consist of 50 %
C and 50 % O by mass, and the He WDs consist of
100 % He. For the primary WDs, their He shells are
mixed with CO compositions composed of 50 % C and
50 % O by mass. The 3rd and 4th columns indicate
the total and He mass in the He shell of each primary
WD, respectively. Thus, the He shells consist of 60 %
(50 %) He, 20 % (25 %) C, and 20 % (25 %) O by
mass for He45R09, He45, CO60He00, and CO60He06
(CO90He00, CO90He09, and CO90He54). For the com-
panion WDs, the He shells have pure He component.
Although the D6 model can succeed even when the pri-
mary WD has a thin He shell (say 0.01M), we set up
the primary WDs in all the models with a thick He shell
(∼ 0.05M) in order to easily generate He and CO deto-
nations in our SPH simulations. Therefore, we should be
careful of chemical elements synthesized by He detona-
tion. The primary WDs have their He shells consisting
of He and CO compositions. The mixing also makes
the initiation and propagation of He detonation easier
(Shen & Moore 2014). The mixing can be achieved in
DD systems in reality due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabil-
ity in the merging process of DD systems (Pakmor et al.
2013). CO90He54 may have an unrealistically thick He
shell (Iben & Tutukov 1985; Iben et al. 1987; Kawai
et al. 1988; Iben & Tutukov 1991; Zenati et al. 2019).
We set up this model to investigate features of the QD
explosion.
Figure 1. Initial density and temperature colormaps on the
orbital plane for CO90He00. These are slices, not projec-
tions, which is the same in the other figures. For the tem-
perature colormap, we delineate the primary and companion
WDs by white dashed curves.
As an example, we show the initial density and tem-
perature colormaps for CO90He00 in Figure 1. The cen-
ter of mass of the DD system is located at the coordi-
nate origin. The primary and companion WDs rotate
counter-clockwise around each other on the x-y plane.
Thus, the orbital angular momentum points to the pos-
itive z-direction. In the primary WD, we set a hotspot
large enough to generate a He detonation in the He shell.
The hotspot is at the x-y plane in the propagating direc-
tion of the primary WD, as seen in the bottom panel of
Figure 1. We define the beginning of the He detonation
as t = 0 s.
4Table 1. Summary of initial conditions and simulation results.
Model Mp Mp,sh Mp,He Mc Mc,sh rsep,i N Exp. Mej M56Ni MSi MO Mcos Enuc Ekin
[M] [M] [M] [M] [M] [104 km] [106] [M] [M] [M] [M] [M] [Foe] [Foe]
He45R09 1.0 0.05 0.03 0.45 – 2.9 60 TD 1.45 0.81 0.15 0.08 – 2.3 2.0
He45 1.0 0.05 0.03 0.45 – 3.2 60 D6 0.98 0.56 0.15 0.07 0.0033 1.4 1.1
CO60He00 1.0 0.05 0.03 0.60 0.000 2.5 67 D6 0.97 0.55 0.15 0.07 0.0028 1.4 1.1
CO60He06 1.0 0.05 0.03 0.60 0.006 2.5 67 D6 0.97 0.54 0.15 0.07 0.0029 1.3 1.1
CO90He00 1.0 0.10 0.05 0.90 0.000 1.6 67 D6 0.93 0.51 0.14 0.06 0.0024 1.4 1.1
CO90He09 1.0 0.10 0.05 0.90 0.009 1.6 80 D6 0.94 0.52 0.14 0.06 0.0033 1.4 1.1
CO90He54 1.0 0.10 0.05 0.90 0.054 1.6 80 QD 1.90 1.01 0.28 0.16 – 2.5 2.1
Note—Mp and Mp,sh are the masses of the primary and primary’s He shell, respectively, Mp,He is the He mass in the primary’s He
shell, and Mc and Mc,sh are the masses of companion and companion’s He shell, respectively. rsep,i is the initial separation between
the primary and companion. N is the number of the SPH particles used for each model. “Exp.” means the explosion mode. Mej is
the total mass of the SN ejecta. M56Ni, MSi, and MO are the masses of
56Ni, Si, and O in the SN ejecta, respectively. Mcos is the
mass of the companion-origin stream. Enuc is the nuclear energy released by the explosion, and Ekin is the kinetic energy of the SN
ejecta.
In all the models, an SPH particle has mSPH ∼ 2.4 ·
10−8M. This corresponds to mass resolution with 4.2
million SPH particles per 0.1M. The total numbers of
SPH particles are 60 millions for He45R09 and He45, 67
millions for CO60He00 and CO60He06, and 80 millions
for CO90He00, CO90He09, and CO90He54, summarized
in Table 1. The SPH kernel length R, which is effective
space resolution, can be written as
R ∼
(
mSPH
ρ
)1/3
∼ 36
(
ρ
106 g cm−3
)−1/3
[km], (1)
where ρ is density. Note that the SPH kernel length (and
the effective space resolution) in our SPH code becomes
smaller for higher density.
Although our simulations have high-mass resolution
with ∼ 10−8M, the resolution is not high enough to
resolve detonation waves. Thus, we may highly simplify
the initiation of detonation, and detonation itself. In
appendix, we compare detonations in our simulations
with those in more realistic modelings.
In this paper, we use a polar coordinates system as
well as the Cartesian coordinates system to draw figures.
We adopt the ordinary way to transform the Cartesian
coordinates system to the polar coordinates system.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Overview
We summarize our simulation results as well as our
initial conditions in Table 1. We can categorize the re-
sults of our DD systems into three explosion types: D6
explosion, TD explosion, and QD explosion, as seen in
the “Exp.” column. In the D6 explosion, just the pri-
mary WD explodes as expected in the D6 model. The
D6 explosions occurs in He45, CO60He00, CO60He06,
CO90He00, and CO90He09. On the other hand, both
the primary and companion WDs explode in the cases
of TD and QD explosions. DD systems in He45R09 and
CO90He54 experience the TD and QD explosions, re-
spectively. We describe in detail the D6, TD, and QD
explosions in sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, respectively.
3.2. D6 Explosions
Since we describe the D6 explosion process in detail in
Paper I, we briefly overview the explosion process here.
In a DD system, Roche-lobe overflow occurs from the
lighter WD (companion WD) to the heavier WD (pri-
mary WD). When the primary or companion WD has
an outer shell consisting of helium (He) materials, the
He materials are ignited due to hydrodynamical effects,
and He detonation starts on the primary surface (Guil-
lochon et al. 2010; Pakmor et al. 2013). The processes
from the He detonation to carbon (C) ignition in the
carbon-oxygen (CO) core are the same as the double-
detonation mechanism. The He detonation does not ig-
nite CO detonation in the CO core of the primary WD
directly, differently from the classical double-detonation
model (Nomoto 1982; Woosley et al. 1986). The He det-
onation surrounds the CO core. A shock wave separated
from the He detonation invades into the CO core, and
converges at some point of the CO core. The conver-
gence of the shock wave ignites C burning, and gener-
ates CO detonation (Livne 1990; Livne & Glasner 1990).
The CO detonation explodes the primary WD. The ex-
plosion generates a blast wave. The blast wave strips
materials from the companion WD. The companion WD
5conversely acts as an obstacle against the blast wave,
and forms an ejecta shadow.
In Table 1, we see the masses of ejecta, 56Ni, Si,
and O for the D6 explosions. The total ejecta mass
is about 1.0M, which is the primary WD mass. How-
ever, it is slightly less than 1.0M. This is because
small amounts of SN ejecta are captured by the com-
panion WDs. The captured masses are 0.02M for
He45, 0.03M for CO60He00 and CO60He06, and 0.06 -
0.07M for CO90He00 and CO90He09. Shen & Schwab
(2017) have analytically estimated that the captured
masses are 0.006, 0.03, and 0.08M for companion WDs
with 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9M, respectively. Our results are
in good agreement with the Shen’s estimate.
The 56Ni, Si, and O masses are similar among our
D6 models. As described in Paper I, these chemical
abundances are consistent with the results of previous
studies (e.g. Fink et al. 2010; Woosley & Kasen 2011).
We set thick He shells to generate He detonations eas-
ily. However, it has been discussed that the mass of the
He shell could be smaller than the value adopted here, to
initiate the He detonation. Indeed, such a scenario has
been proposed for the D6 explosion model to be consis-
tent with properties of normal SNe Ia. The nucleosyn-
thetic yields for such a thin He shell condition could be
approximated by the results of the present model (thick
He shell), as outlined below. First, He detonation prod-
ucts are decreased. The He detonations in our simula-
tions yield heavier Si group elements (argon, calcium,
and titanium), not 56Ni, since the He shells consist of
mixture of He, C, and O. Thus, the amount of heavier
Si group elements are decreased by several 0.01M, and
the amount of 56Ni is unchanged. Next, CO detona-
tion products are increased. Since the He shells occupy
low-density regions, the CO detonation products should
be products of C and O burnings, i.e. O and lighter Si
group elements (silicon and sulfur). Consequently, the
amount of O and lighter Si group elements is increased
by several 0.01M. In summary, O, Si, and S are in-
creased by several 0.01M at the cost of the decrease of
heavier Si group elements. These chemical abundances
are still compatible to the results of the previous studies.
As an example, we show the SN ejecta at t = 50 s in
CO90He00 in Figure 2. We can see an ejecta shadow
(Papish et al. 2015) in the density colormap. The col-
ormap of the star ID shows the presence of a companion-
origin stream. The companion-origin stream consists of
CO as seen in the O colormap, and does not contain He,
since the companion WD has no He shell. Except for
the ejecta shadow and companion-origin stream, the SN
ejecta has a typical structure of the double-detonation
explosion. Chemical elements are distributed in a spher-
ical form, and consist of 56Ni, lighter Si group elements,
O, and heavier Si group elements from inside to outside.
The heavier Si group elements are yielded by the He
detonation.
We investigate companion-origin streams. Figure 3
shows star IDs, and mass fractions of He and O in
CO60He00 and CO60He06 at t = 50 s. We can find from
the left panels that both of the models have companion-
origin streams. CO60He00, which has no He shell
in the companion WD, does not contain He in their
companion-origin streams, while CO60He06, which has
He shell in the companion WD, contains He in their
companion-origin streams (see the middle panels). For
CO60He06, its companion-origin stream also has O (see
the right panels).
Figure 4 shows chemical elements of companion-origin
streams in He45, CO60He00, CO60He06, CO90He00,
and CO90He09. First, we describe properties of models
with CO WD companions. The He masses in CO60He00
and CO90He00 are much less than in CO60He06 and
CO90He09. The latter models have the companion-
origin streams with large amounts of unburned He.
All the models have C+O in their companion-origin
streams. Nevertheless, the C+O masses are decreased
with He shell masses increasing. The masses of the
lighter and heavier Si group elements are slightly larger
in models with He shells than in models without He
shells. He materials are burned by shock heating due to
collision of SN ejecta with companion WDs.
Next, we investigate properties of He45. The chemical
elements in the companion-origin stream are dominated
by unburned He. Slight amounts of chemical elements
other than He are present. These chemical elements are
also formed by shock heating through collision of the SN
ejecta with the companion WD.
The important point is that CO60He06 and CO90He09
as well as CO60He00 and CO90He00 include O materi-
als in their companion-origin streams. In particular, the
presence of O in CO60He06 (and also CO90He09) is un-
expected in the following reason. Paper I (and Table 1)
shows the total mass of the companion-origin stream is
2.8 ·10−3M in CO60He00. Hence, if the outermost ma-
terials of CO60He06 is stripped, the companion-origin
stream should consist of He only. We investigate the
initial positions of materials in the companion-origin
streams in CO60He06, and draw their initial positions
in Figure 5. This figure clearly shows more materials
are stripped on the nearer side of the primary WD, as
shown analytically in Wheeler et al. (1975), and nu-
merically in Hirai et al. (2014). Therefore, O can be
stripped on the nearer side of the primary WD even if
the companion WD has a He shell.
6Figure 2. Density, star ID, and mass fraction of O, Si+S, Ar+Ca+Ti, and Cr+Fe+Ni at t = 50 s for CO90He00. The star ID
indicates the origin of materials. When the star IDs of a material are 1 and 2, the material originates from the primary and
companion WDs, respectively.
Figure 3. Star ID, and mass fraction of He and O at t = 50 s for CO60He00 (top) and CO60He06 (bottom).
Figure 6 shows the depth of the stripped materials.
As for models with companion CO WDs, we find the
depth distributions of stripped materials are nearly in-
7Figure 4. Chemical elements of companion-origin
streams in He45, CO60He00, CO60He06, CO90He00, and
CO90He09.
Figure 5. Initial position and oxygen mass fraction of
stripped materials from the companion WD for CO60He06.
We draw only materials with |z| < 103 km. The two dashed
circles are used in Figure 6. They are centered at the center
of the companion WD. The outer one indicates the surface
of the companion WD, and the inner one can have any radii.
dependent of the masses of He shells, comparing the
depth between CO60He00 and CO60He06, and between
CO90He00 and CO90He09. Slightly more materials are
stripped with more massive He shell due to He burning.
The reason why the depth distribution in He45 is largely
different from in other models would be the intensity of
He burning.
Using Figure 6, we can conjecture the mass of O in
a companion-origin stream when a companion CO WD
has a He shell. A companion-origin stream contains ∼
10−4, 10−5 and 10−6M of O, even if a companion WD
has 0.013, 0.027, and 0.04M of a He shell. When a
companion WD has a He shell with more than 0.04M,
Figure 6. Mass of stripped materials inside of the inner
dashed circle shown in Figure 5. The horizontal axis indi-
cates the mass of a spherical shell between the two dashed
circle in Figure 5. Note that the inner dashed circle can have
any radii.
the O mass is less than 10−6M, and dependent on the
companion mass.
Figure 7 shows mass fractions of chemical elements
as a function of radial velocity of SN ejecta from the
viewing angle of (θ, φ) = (90◦, 240◦). From this viewing
angle, features of companion-origin streams look most
prominent. In all the models, the SN ejecta primarily
have the heavier Si group elements, CO components,
the lighter Si group elements, 56Ni, and CO+He com-
ponents from higher velocity to lower velocity. Except
for the lower velocity CO+He components, the distribu-
tion of the chemical elements are typical of the double-
detonation explosion. The lower velocity CO+He com-
ponents come from the companion-origin streams. Al-
though the lower velocity CO+He components have less
O with He shell masses increasing, low-velocity O com-
ponents are still present. In future, we should assess
whether such low-velocity O components may be de-
tected in the nebular phase of an SN Ia.
In Paper I, we found unburned materials due to nu-
merical artifacts, and convert them to 56Ni. In this pa-
per, we leave them as they are. They are captured by
the companion WDs, and little is contained in the SN
ejecta. Since they are initially located at the centers of
the primary WDs, they get small velocities through the
explosions of the primary WD. Eventually, they do not
contaminate the SN ejecta.
3.3. Triple-Detonation (TD) Explosion
8Figure 7. Mass fraction of chemical elements as a function of radial velocity at t = 50 s from the viewpoint of (θ, φ) = (90◦, 240◦)
for CO60He00, CO60He06, CO90He00, and CO90He09.
In this section, we describe properties of SN ejecta
of a TD explosion which emerges in He45R09. Figure 8
draws the temperature evolution for He45R09. The pro-
cesses are as follows. The CO detonation disrupts en-
tirely the primary WD by t = 2.50 s. The resultant blast
wave ignites a He detonation in the companion He WD
just before t = 3.50 s. The He detonation disrupts the
companion He WD by t = 5.00 s.
A TD explosion occurs in He45R09, while it does not
in He45. The former binary separation is 2.9·104 km (or
0.041R), and the latter is 3.2 · 104 km (or 0.046R).
This is quite consistent with the argument that a TD
explosion is feasible if a binary separation is . 0.045R
in Papish et al. (2015).
We should bear in mind that this DD system has an
impractical configuration. Nevertheless, we investigate
features of this explosion. This is because the TD explo-
sion could occur if the primary WD has a different mass
from 1.0M. For example, a DD system with 0.90M
and 0.45M WDs can be close to ∼ 0.045R.
We can see mushroom-shaped unburned regions at the
center of the primary WD. We regard these unburned re-
gions as numerical artifacts in the same reason described
in Paper I. We do not suspect that these unburned ma-
terials involve the beginning of the TD. As seen in the
panel at t = 3.50 s, the TD explosion starts before these
unburned materials hit the companion WD.
The total ejecta mass is 1.45M (see Table 1), the
same as the total mass of the DD system. It is larger
than those in the D6 explosion models by ∼ 0.5M.
The increment of the ejecta mass consists of 56Ni and
He. The 56Ni is the product of the He detonation in the
9Figure 8. Temperature evolution for He45R09.
companion WD. The Si, O and C masses are similar to
those in the D6 explosion model.
Figure 9 shows SN ejecta in He45R09 at t = 50 s.
The SN ejecta have overlapping structure of the two
explosions. Since the companion WD explodes after
the primary WD, the companion explosion overlays the
primary explosion. The density colormap indicates a
crescent-shaped, high density region. This region is
formed through pushing back of the companion explo-
sion against the primary explosion.
We show the mass fraction of chemical elements as
a function of radial velocity at t = 50 s for He45R09
in Figure 10. From all the view points, low-velocity
components (. 104 km) consist mostly of 56Ni and
partly of He (∼ 10 %). This He materials are embers
of the He detonation in the companion WD. From all
the view points but (θ, φ) = (90◦, 180◦), high-velocity
components (& 104 km) are dominated by the lighter
Si group elements, C+O, and the heavier Si group ele-
ments from lower velocity to higher velocity. This results
from the primary’s explosion, a typical feature of double-
detonation explosions. Chemical abundance seen from
the view point of (θ, φ) = (90◦, 180◦) is completely dif-
ferent those seen from the other view points. Even in
high-velocity components (& 104 km), the dominant
chemical elements are He and 56Ni from lower veloc-
ity to higher velocity. This is because we see directly
the companion’s explosion from this view point.
3.4. Quadruple-Detonation (QD) Explosion
In this section, we show properties of SN ejecta of a
QD explosion. First, we present processes of the QD ex-
plosion for CO90He54 in Figure 11. The CO detonation
disrupts the primary WD by t = 2.00 s. The blast wave
hits the companion WD, and generates the He detona-
tion in the companion WD at t = 2.25 s. The He deto-
nation surrounds the companion WD by t = 3.75 s, and
sends a converging shock wave into the companion WD.
The converging shock ignites the CO detonation in the
CO core of the companion WD at t = 4.00 s. The CO
detonation explodes the companion WD by t = 5.00 s.
No QD explosion occurs in CO90He09. This is be-
cause the blast wave of the primary’s explosion com-
pletely strips the He shell of the companion WD on the
near side of the primary WD before the blast wave ig-
nites the He detonation.
Both the explosions of the primary and companion
WDs leave unburned materials at their centers due to
numerical artifacts. We do not expect these unburned
materials ignite the QD for the same reason as the TD
case. The unburned materials have not yet collided with
the companion WD when the He and CO detonations
in the companion WD start. When we investigate ob-
servational features of the QD, we have to be careful of
the unburned materials from the companion WD. How-
ever, we need not be careful of the unburned materials
from the primary WD. This is because the unburned
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Figure 9. The same as in Figure 2, except for He45R09.
materials in the primary WD are mixed with physically
unburned materials in the companion WD due to low
density, and because the former mass is much smaller
than the latter mass.
Figure 12 shows the SN ejecta at t = 50 s for
CO90He54. The SN ejecta have nested structure con-
sisting of the explosions of the primary and companion
WDs. As seen in the star ID panel, the outer and inner
parts come from the primary and companion WDs, re-
spectively, since the primary WD explodes before. The
QD explosion have the nested structure, not overlapping
structure like the TD explosion. Since the QD explosion
time is later than the TD explosion time (see Figures 8
and 11), the primary’s SN ejecta in the QD explosion
have more time traveling farther away than in the TD
explosion. From the outside to the inside, the SN ejecta
have the heavier Si group elements, O, the lighter Si
group elements, 56Ni, O, the lighter Si group elements,
56Ni, and O. The heaver Si group elements in the out-
ermost of the SN ejecta are synthesized by the He det-
onation in the primary WD. The outer 56Ni elements
are composed of those synthesized by the CO detona-
tion in the primary WD, and by the He detonation in
the companion WD from the outside to the inside. The
He detonation in the companion WD mainly yields 56Ni,
which is different from the He detonation in the primary
WD. This is because the He shell of the companion WD
consists of pure He.
The innermost part of the SN ejecta has O compo-
nents, which are unburned materials due to numerical
artifacts. The mass of these unburned materials is not
large, ∼ 0.01M. However, we have to be careful that
they contaminate chemical abundance in the inner part
of the SN ejecta.
Figure 13 shows the chemical mass fractions as a func-
tion of radial velocity from various viewing angles. As
expected, we can see the nested structure of the QD
(two double-detonation) explosions. From higher ve-
locity to lower velocity, the SN ejecta consist of He-
detonation products, O, the lighter Si group elements,
56Ni, O, the lighter Si group elements, and 56Ni. In
panel with (θ, φ) = (90◦, 180◦), there are O components
with ∼ 2000 - 3000 km s−1, which come from unburned
materials due to numerical artifacts.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Counterparts of D6, TD and QD Explosions
We discuss counterparts of D6, TD, and QD explo-
sions. As described in Paper I, the D6 explosion may
be consistent with sub-luminous SN Ia iPTF14atg. We
will reproduce sub-luminous SNe Ia, if we choose masses
of primary WDs to be less than 1.0M. Moreover,
iPTF14atg has oxygen emission in its nebular phase
(Kromer et al. 2016), which could be explained by a
companion-origin stream in D6 explosion. As shown
in the previous section, a companion-origin stream can
contain oxygen, even if a companion WD has a He shell.
However, we note that the amount of oxygen is quite
small. We should perform radiative transfer calculation
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Figure 10. Mass fraction of chemical elements as a function of radial velocity at t = 50 s for He45R09. The view point is
indicated on the top-right side of each panel.
in order to assess whether oxygen in a companion-origin
stream can be detected in late time spectra of SNe Ia.
Since the companion-origin stream also contains C,
it may correspond to low-velocity (. 10000 km s−1)
C (Yamanaka et al. 2009; Folatelli et al. 2012; Silver-
man & Filippenko 2012; Cartier et al. 2014; Hsiao et al.
2015). Although C velocity is ∼ 3000 km s−1 in Fig-
ure 7, the velocity may be ∼ 10000 km s−1 from differ-
ent views. This is because the companion-origin stream
spreads from the inner part of the SN ejecta to the outer
part (see the right panels in Figure 4.
Since TD and QD explosions yield a large amount
of 56Ni, we expect their counterparts are super-
Chandrasekhar SNe Ia, or luminous SNe Ia, such as
SN 1991T-like and SN 1999aa-like SNe Ia. However, we
note that the TD explosion may not yield such a large
amount of 56Ni. The TD explosion may be achieved
only when the primary WD has less than 1.0M (more
likely less than 0.9M). In this case, the primary WD
yields ∼ 0.3M of 56Ni (e.g. Shen et al. 2018a). Then,
the total 56Ni mass should be . 0.6M, which is not in
agreement with those of luminous SNe Ia.
We thus discuss only the QD explosion. It may
be difficult for the QD explosion to explain super-
Chandrasekhar SNe Ia. Yamanaka et al. (2016)
have reported that SN 2012dn, a candidate of super-
Chandrasekhar SNe Ia, has massive CSMs. Such mas-
sive CSMs cannot be formed prior to the QD explosion.
We then discuss applicability of the QD explosion
model to SN 1991T/1999aa-like SNe Ia. These lumi-
nous SNe Ia have been said to involve early excess op-
tical/UV emission few days after their explosion (Jiang
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Figure 11. Temperature evolution for CO90He54.
et al. 2018). This early excess emission could be consis-
tent with surface 56Ni formed by the He detonation on
the primary or companion WD. Stritzinger et al. (2018)
have shown that the early excess emission colors of lu-
minous SNe Ia are relatively blue, B − V ∼ −0.1. The
He-detonation products can explain such a color (Maeda
et al. 2018). Moreover, the He-detonation products can
consistently make the UV emission of SN 1991T/1999aa-
like SNe Ia, such as SN 2012cg and SN 2017cbv (Maeda
et al. 2018), while interactions with a non-degenerate
companion and CSMs may overproduce UV emission at
the early phase (Hosseinzadeh et al. 2017; Maeda et al.
2018, respectively).
As seen in Figure 13, the QD explosion has high- and
low-velocity components of 56Ni. This may explain two-
peak emission lines of Co III in SN 2007on (Dong et al.
2018). Note that Dong et al. (2018) have attributed such
emission lines to the collisional DD models. Although
SN 2007on is not luminous SNe Ia, such QD explosions
can synthesize < 0.6M of 56Ni mass if the primary
and companion WDs have . 0.9M. However, the QD
explosion may not make such prominent double-peak
features of Co emission lines, since its 56Ni distribution
is nearly spherical, differently from 56Ni distribution of
the collisional DD models.
Finally, we mention a TD explosion. A TD explo-
sion does not yield 56Ni large enough to explain lumi-
nous SNe Ia. However, its spectra may be consistent
with those of luminous SNe Ia, if it is observed from
the side of the companion WD: (θ, φ) = (90◦, 180◦) in
Figure 10. This is because Si emission lines cannot be
observed from this side, which is consistent with lumi-
nous SNe Ia.
4.2. Comparison with Other Explosion Models
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Figure 12. The same as in Figure 2, except for CO90He54.
We compare D6, TD, and QD explosions with other
sub-Chandrasekhar mass explosions in DD systems, vi-
olent merger model (Pakmor et al. 2010), collisional
DD model (Dong et al. 2015), spiral instability model
(Kashyap et al. 2015), and detached DD model (Fenn
et al. 2016).
We can distinguish D6 explosions from the collisional
DD model by oxygen emission lines in nebular phases.
This model has no low-velocity oxygen. On the other
hand, the violent merger and spiral instability models
can have oxygen emission lines in the nebular phase
(Taubenberger et al. 2013; Kromer et al. 2016; van
Rossum et al. 2016). Thus, we should identify D6 ex-
plosions from the violent merger and spiral instability
models by velocity shift of supernova ejecta of D6 ex-
plosions (Paper I). This velocity shift comes from the
binary motion of the exploding WD, and is comparable
to the velocity of a HV WD, ∼ 103 km s−1. The differ-
ence between the D6 and detached DD model should be
whether He detonation products are present or not.
We compare TD/QD explosions with the other DD
models. The TD/QD explosions could leave He detona-
tion ashes. Thus, we can identify these explosions from
the other DD models with footprints of He detonation
products. If these explosions can have double-peak fea-
tures of Co emission lines in nebular phases, we can also
differentiate these explosions from the violent merger,
spiral instability, and detached DD models with the Co
emission lines.
In addition, TD/QD explosions could be more lumi-
nous than these DD models, if the companion WD is
massive. We compare their luminosities, assuming that
their luminosities are proportional to the 56Ni mass. TD
and QD explosions yield 0.81 and 1.01M of 56Ni, re-
spectively. On the other hand, the violent merger and
spiral instability models yield ∼ 0.6M of 56Ni mass
at most. 56Ni mass of the collisional DD model is at
most 0.4M. The detached DD model yields 0.86M of
56Ni. We find the TD and QD explosions are at least
1.4 and 1.7 time more luminous than these DD models
except the detached model, respectively. The QD explo-
sion is still 1.2 times more luminous than the detached
DD model, while the TD explosion is as luminous as the
detached DD model. In summary, luminosity can be
useful to identify the TD/QD explosions from the other
DD models, except for the comparison between the TD
explosion and detached DD model.
4.3. Detail Nucleosynthesis
We derive detail nucleosynthesis using simulation data
by a post-processing method as follows. We pick up one
SPH particle per 4096 SPH particles from three WDs:
the primary WD in CO60He06 as a representative of
D6 explosions, the companion WD in He45R09 (i.e. the
companion WD of the TD explosion), and the compan-
ion WD in CO90He54 (i.e. the companion WD in the
QD explosion). Thus, the number of SPH particles is
10240 for the primary WD in CO60He06, 4608 for the
companion WD in He45R09, and 9216 for the compan-
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Figure 13. The same as in Figure 10, except for CO90He54. In the panel of (θ, φ) = (90◦, 180◦), low-velocity CO with
< 6 · 103 km s−1 are indicated by dashed curves, since these components come from unburned materials due to numerical
artifacts.
ion WD in CO90He54. We record density and tem-
perature of these SPH particles every timestep. Then,
we calculate nucleosynthesis of these SPH particles by
detail nuclear reaction networks, using the torch code
with 495 nuclei (Timmes 1999). We adopt the solar
metallicity for the initial abundances of these SPH par-
ticles: 49.3 % C, 49.3 % O, and 1.3 % 22Ne in mass for
SPH particles in CO cores, and 99 % He and 1 % 14N
in mass for SPH particles in He shells and He WDs.
We show stable nuclei of Fe, Mn, and Ni for compar-
ison with the abundance pattern of 3C 397 in Table 2.
Note that we do not take into account SPH particles in
the He shells of the primary WD in CO60He06, and of
the companion WD in CO90He54. We compare these
results with previous studies (Yamaguchi et al. 2015;
Table 2. Results of detail nucleosynthesis.
WDs Fe Mn/Fe Ni/Fe
[M]
pWD in CO60He06 0.59 0.0025 0.057
cWD in He45R09 0.55 0.0031 0.053
cWD in CO90He54 0.21 0.0070 0.15
Note—The “pWD” and “cWD” indicates pri-
mary and companion WDs, respectively. The
Mn/Fe and Ni/Fe shows their mass fractions.
Shen et al. 2018a; McWilliam et al. 2018). As seen in
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the results of 1.0M CO WD (i.e. the primary WD of
CO60He06), the mass fraction of Mn/Fe in our results is
in good agreement with the previous results, while the
mass fraction of Ni/Fe in our results is larger than in
the previous results (∼ 0.03). This may come from our
simple modeling of detonations.
Although the mass fractions of Ni/Fe in our simula-
tions are larger than those in previous studies, the mass
fractions of Ni/Fe in D6, TD and QD explosions are
much less than that of 3C 397 (& 0.1). The mass frac-
tion of Ni/Fe in the companion WD of He45R09 is 0.15.
However, the total mass fraction of Ni/Fe in the TD
explosion is 0.081. The mass fraction of Mn/Fe is also
much less than that of 3C 397 (& 0.02). Thus, D6, TD,
and QD explosions cannot explain the abundance pat-
tern of 3C 397. The progenitor of 3C 397 may prefer a
Chandrasekhar-mass explosion (Yamaguchi et al. 2015;
Dave et al. 2017; Leung & Nomoto 2018).
4.4. Hypervelocity White Dwarfs (HV WDs)
D6 explosions form HV WDs. Here, we consider the
surface of HV WDs for HV WD observations. Just after
the explosions, the surface materials consist of He, C,
O, and 56Ni when the companion WD is a CO WD.
The C/O materials come from the HV WDs themselves.
Since they are marginally stripped by the explosions of
the primary WDs, they can be bound to the HV WDs.
The 56Ni materials are captured by the HV WDs from
the supernova ejecta. The He materials come from the
primary WDs and He shells of HV WDs themselves.
Note that the materials at the center of the primary
WDs experience α-rich freezeout. If the companion WD
is a He WD, it has only He and 56Ni on its surface.
It is not trivial that these chemical elements can be
detected in HV WD observations. It should be clarified
whether the captured 56Ni materials and decay products
stay on the surfaces of HV WDs. These 56Ni materials
and decay products may settle down into the inside of
HV WDs after some time (Paquette et al. 1986; Dupuis
et al. 1992), or may stay on the surface of HV WDs
due to radiative levitation (Chayer et al. 1995a,b). The
detection of these He materials depends on the surface
temperature of HV WDs. Thus, we should follow the
long-term evolutions of HV WDs in order to directly
compare simulation results of HV WDs with HV WD
observations. This is beyond the scope of this paper.
5. SUMMARY
We have investigated nucleosynthesis signatures of
stripping off and inducing detonation of companion
WDs in double-detonation explosions for SNe Ia. We
have found various explosion types of these systems:
the D6, TD, and QD explosions. The D6 explosions
occur in the following conditions. The lighter WDs are
CO WDs with thin He shells, or He WDs separated from
the heavier WDs by & 0.045R. The D6 explosions in-
volve companion-origin streams. The companion-origin
streams contain C+O even when the lighter WDs are
CO WDs with He shells, . 0.04M. These materials
contribute to low-velocity components in SNe Ia. Thus,
the D6 explosions can be counterparts of sub-luminous
SNe Ia, such as iPTF14atg. Moreover, the companion-
origin stream may contribute to low-velocity C observed
in several SNe Ia.
The QD explosion arises if the lighter WD has a He
shell, & 0.05M. The QD explosion could be coun-
terparts of luminous SNe Ia, such as SN 1991T and
SN 1999aa, for the following two reasons. (1) The
QD explosion yields large amounts of 56Ni: 1.01M for
He90He54. (2) It should accompany early emissions due
to the He-detonation products, whose colors may be con-
sistent with the colors of SN 1991T-like and SN 1999aa-
like SNe Ia, such as SN 2012cg and SN 2017cbv. If such
QD explosions occur in DD systems with less massive
CO WDs (0.8 – 0.9M), they can be counterparts of
SN 2007on with two-peak emission lines of Co III.
The TD explosion may be achieved only when the
primary WD has less than 1.0M, say . 0.9M. Then,
the TD explosion should yield . 0.6M of 56Ni, which is
not large enough to explain luminous SNe Ia. However,
its spectra may be consistent with luminous SNe Ia, if
it is observed from the side of the companion WD.
The D6 explosions can be identified from other DD
models by oxygen emission lines in the nebular phases,
velocity shift, and signals of He detonation products.
The TD/QD explosions can be differentiated by their
luminosities and signals of He detonation products.
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APPENDIX
In our simulations, we may highly simplify initiation and propagation of detonations. In order to assess the sim-
plifications, we compare detonations in our simulations with those in more realistic modelings. We investigate five
detonations: He and CO detonations in the primary WD of CO60He00 as representatives of those in the primary WDs
of all the models, He detonation in the companion WD of He45R09 (i.e. the third detonation in the TD explosion),
and He and CO detonations in the companion WD of CO90He54 (i.e. the third and fourth detonations in the QD
explosion, respectively).
In order to investigate detonations, we obtain physical quantities at grid points we put optimally for each detonation.
We use an SPH interpolation to obtain these quantities, such that
qi =
∑
j
mj
qj
ρj
W (|~ri − ~rj | , hj) , (1)
where the subscripts i and j indicate quantities of a grid point and a SPH particle, respectively, and q, m, ρ, ~r, h are
general quantity, mass, density, position vector, and kernel-support length, respectively. We adopt the C2 Wendland
function for the SPH kernel function W (Wendland 1995; Dehnen & Aly 2012) in the same way as our simulations.
The C2 Wendland function in 3-dimension is expressed as
W (r, h) =
1
h3
(1− rˆ)4+(1 + 4rˆ), (2)
where rˆ = r/h, and (·)+ = max(0, ·).
We put 1024 uniformly spaced grid points along lines or curves for investigating detonations (see Figure 14). These
lines and curves can be expressed as
~r = ~rp +Rp (cos(s/Rp + pi/2) sin(s/Rp + pi/2), 0) (0 ≤ s ≤ piRp) (3)
~r = ~rc + s (cos(9pi/8), sin(9pi/8), 0) (−L ≤ s ≤ L) (4)
~r = ~rc +Rc (cos(s/Rc), sin(s/Rc), 0) (0 ≤ s ≤ 4piRc/3) (5)
~r = ~rp + s (0, 1, 0) (−L ≤ s ≤ L) (6)
~r = ~rc + s (cos(5pi/36), sin(5pi/36), 0) (−L ≤ s ≤ L) (7)
for He detonation in the primary WD of CO60He00, He detonation in the companion WD of He45R09, He detonation
in the companion WD of CO90He54, CO detonation in the primary WD of CO60He00, and CO detonation in the
companion WD of CO90He54, respectively. Here, s is the coordinate along the line or curve, and is used for the
horizontal axes of Figures 15 to 20. ~rp and ~rc are the position vectors of the centers of the primary and companion
WDs, respectively. Rp and Rc are approximately the radii at the bases of He shells of the primary and companion
WDs, respectively, where Rp = 4.6 · 103 km and Rc = 5.5 · 103 km. Finally, L = 104 km.
In sections A and B, we show the initiation and propagation of detonations, respectively.
A. INITIATION OF DETONATION
In this section, we confirm that we do not overproduce detonations. We refer to Holcomb et al. (2013) (H13) and
Seitenzahl et al. (2009) (S09) as sufficient conditions of initiation of He and CO detonations, respectively. We present
He detonations first, and CO detonations next.
The He detonation in CO60He00 starts from a hotspot we put artificially. The hotspot has density of ∼ 106 g cm−3,
temperature of ∼ 109 K, and size of ∼ 103 km (see Figure 1, for example). As for H13, such a hotspot can start
He detonation. Thus, we do not overproduce He detonation in CO60He00. This is the same for the other models
undergoing D6 and TD/QD explosions.
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Figure 14. Lines and curves on which we put grid points in order to investigate the initiation and propagation of detonations.
The detail definitions are described in Eqs. (3) to (7).
Figure 15. Formation of hotspots of He detonations in the companion WDs of He45R09 (left) and CO90He54 (right). The
time is from t = 3.186 s to 3.313 s (left), and from t = 2.094 s to 2.188 s (right). The hotspot regions are indicated by shaded
areas.
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Table 3. Hotspot sizes and space resolutions at the hotspots.
Model CO06He00 (He) He45R09 (He) CO90He54 (He) CO60He00 (CO) CO90He54 (CO)
Size [km] ∼ 103 ∼ 103 ∼ 103 ∼ 102 ∼ 102
Resolution [km] 36 36 45 13 13
Note—The first line indicates model names and detonation types.
Figure 15 shows the formation of hotspots of He detonations in the companion WDs of He45R09 and CO90He54 as
seen in temperature evolution. The definition of s in the horizontal axis can be found in Eqs. (4) and (5) for the left
and right panels, respectively.
We first explain properties of the hotspot of the He detonation in the companion WD of He45R09. We can see the
He mass fraction drastically changes at s ∼ −8 · 103 km, such that the He mass fraction is zero at s . −8.5 · 103 km,
and unity at s & −7.75 · 103 km. Thus, the surface of the companion WD is at s ∼ −8 · 103 km. Materials consist
of supernova ejecta at s . −8 · 103 km, and the companion WD at s & −8 · 103 km. This is why the temperature at
s . −8 · 103 km is high (& 5 · 108 K). There is a high-temperature (∼ 109 K) region at s ∼ −8 · 103 km. At this region,
the supernova ejecta collide with the companion WD. The hotspot appears not at the center of the high-temperature
region, but at the skirt of this region inward the companion WD at s ∼ −7.5 ·103 km. This may be because the center
of the high-temperature region has low density, . 105 g cm−3. The hotspot has density of ∼ 106 g cm−3, and size of
∼ 103 km. At that density, a hotspot with size of ∼ 102 km can be large enough to ignite He detonation.
We next see the hotspot of the He detonation in the companion WD of CO90He45. The hotspot appears at
s ∼ 3 · 103 km. This is the nearest side of the companion WD from the primary WD. The hotspot has density of
3 · 105 g cm−3 and size of ∼ 103 km. This hotspot is also sufficiently large for He detonation.
These hotspots are well resolved in our simulations. We can calculate effective space resolution of our simulations
at these hotspots, using Eq. (1) in Section 2. In these densities, the space resolutions are ∼ 36 km for the former
(∼ 106 g cm−3), and ∼ 45 km for the latter (∼ 5 · 105 g cm−3). These results are summarized in Table 3.
Figure 16 shows the formation of hotspots of CO detonations in the primary WD of CO60He00, and in the companion
WD of CO90He54 as seen in the temperature evolution. The definition of s in the horizontal axis can be found in
Eqs. (6) and (7) for the left and right panels, respectively. For both of the detonations, the hotspots have density
of ∼ 2 · 107 g cm−3, and size of ∼ 102 km. These conditions are sufficient to generate CO detonation according to
S09. Thus, these CO detonations appropriately emerge. These hotspots are also resolved in our simulations. In these
densities (∼ 2 ·107 g cm−3), the space resolutions are ∼ 13 km for both the hotspots, according to Eq. (1) in Section 2.
As described above, we do not overproduce any He and CO detonations. However, we may possibly miss the initiation
of detonation. In other words, we may fail to follow the initiation of He and CO detonations from hotspots, even if
the hotspots satisfy the conditions of H13 and S09. Moreover, H13 and S09 have just shown sufficient conditions for
He and CO detonations, respectively. Fisher et al. (2019) have shown that turbulent environment generates He and
CO detonations more easily than predicted by H13 and S09. Nevertheless, we do not miss the initiation of detonations
for all the models with respect of the conditions of H13 and S09. Moreover, turbulence are not effective in our setup,
since we do not follow mass transfer phases. In summary, we do not overproduce nor miss any detonations in our
simulations.
B. PROPAGATION OF DETONATION
In this section, we investigate detonation speeds, and jumps in density and temperature due to the detonations.
First, we show He detonations in CO60He00, He45R09, and CO90He54, and next CO detonations in CO60He00 and
CO90He54.
Figure 17 shows the He detonation in the primary WD of CO60He00. The definition of s in the horizontal axis
can be found in Eq. (3). The detonation speed is ∼ 1.2 · 104 km s−1 at the rest frame of fuels. Since the velocity
of ashes is ∼ 5 · 103 km s−1 at the rest frame of fuels, the ash velocity is ∼ 7 · 103 km s−1 at the rest frame of the
detonation, which is comparable to the sound velocity of ashes. Thus, the detonation speed is consistent with the
Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) speed. The density jump is also consistent with the CJ detonation as follow. In the strong
limit of the CJ detonation, the density ratio of the ash to the fuel should be (γash + 1)/γash according to Eq. (129.15)
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Figure 16. Formation of hotspots of CO detonations in the primary WD of CO60He00 (left), and in the companion WD of
CO90He54 (right). The time is from t = 1.609 s to 1.637 s (left), and from t = 3.969 s to 4.000 s (right). The hotspot regions
are indicated by shaded areas.
Figure 17. He detonation profiles in the primary WD for CO60He00. Density, temperature, sound velocity, and velocity at
the rest frame of the center of the primary WD are shown from t = 0.25 s to t = 1 s. D indicates the detonation speed relative
to the fuel materials.
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of Landau & Lifshitz (1959), where γash is the adiabatic index of the ash. Since the ash pressure is dominated by
radiation pressure, γash = 4/3. Thus, the density ratio should be . 2. The ash temperature is . 3 · 109 K for the fuel
density with 7 · 105 g cm−3. This is compatible with the ash temperature with & 3 · 109 K for the fuel density with
106 g cm−3 in H13.
Figure 18. He detonation profiles in the companion WD for He45R09. Density, temperature, sound velocity, and velocity at
the rest frame of the center of the companion WD are shown from t = 3.75 s to t = 4.5 s. D indicates the detonation speed
relative to the fuel materials.
Figure 18 shows the He detonation in the companion WD of He45R09. The definition of s is described in Eq. (4).
We find the detonation speed is consistent with the CJ speed, taking into account the ash velocity and the ash sound
velocity. Similarly to the He detonation in CO60He00, the density jump is also consistent with that in the strong
limit of the CJ detonation. The ash temperature is ∼ 3 · 109 K for the fuel density of ∼ 106 g cm−3. This is in good
agreement with H13’s results.
Figure 19 shows the He detonation in the companion WD of CO90He54. The horizontal axis s is expressed in Eq. (5).
The detonation speed is ∼ 1.0 ·104 km s−1, consistent with the CJ speed. The density jump is also consistent with that
in the strong limit of the CJ detonation. The ash temperature is ∼ 2 · 109 K for the fuel density of < 6 · 105 g cm−3.
This is compatible to H13’s results.
Figure 20 shows the CO detonations in the primary WD of CO60He00, and in the companion WD of CO90He54.
The definitions of s in the left and right panels are the same as the left and right panels in Figure 16, respectively.
Since the fuel density exceeds 2 · 107 g cm−3 for both the CO detonations, these detonations should be so-called a
pathological type of detonation (Khokhlov 1989). According to Gamezo et al. (1999), such detonations have a speed
of ∼ 1.2 · 104 km s−1 when the fuel density is 2 - 3 · 107 g cm−3. This is consistent with the CO detonations in our
models. Moreover, Sharpe (1999) have shown that the ash density and temperature are, respectively, ∼ 7 · 107 g cm−3
and 6 · 109 K in the fuel density of ∼ 4 · 107 g cm−3. This is in good agreement with the CO detonation at t = 1.75 s
in CO60He00.
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